You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for SHARP SJ-3256/3265. You'll
find the answers to all your questions on the SHARP SJ-3256/3265 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice,
size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
Before using your SHARP refrigerator, please read this operation manual to ensure that you gain the maximum benefit from it. Do not store these materials in
the refrigerator. Dust deposited on the power plug may cause fire. wipe it off carefully. Do not attempt to change or modify this refrigerator. this may result in
fire , electric shock or injury. Ensure that the refrigerator presents no danger to children while being stored for disposal. Do not install the refrigerator in a
damp or wet location as this may cause damage to the insulation and a leak. Condensation may also build on the outer cabinet and cause rust. The figure
shows the minimum required space for installing the refrigerator.
@@@@ â· If using the refrigerator in the space below dimension of the figure, it may cause the temperatures in the unit to rise, loud noise, and failure. Do
not touch the compressor unit or its peripheral parts, as they become extremely hot during operation and the metal edges may cause injury. Do not touch
foods or metal containers in the freezer compartment with your wet hands. @@@@If the power plug or cord is loose, do not insert the power plug. There is a
risk of electric shock or fire.
Disconnect from the mains electricity supply by removing the mains plug from the electricity supply socket. The refrigeration system behind and inside the
refrigerator contains refrigerant. Do not allow any sharp objects to come into contact with the refrigeration system. @@In case of gas leak, ventilate the area
by opening a window, etc. Do not touch the refrigerator or the power outlet.
@@@@@@@@@@Adjustable foot Foot cover Keep your refrigerator out of direct sunlight. â· Do not place next to heat generating appliance. Using the
casters, it is possible to move back and forth. â· Carry the refrigerator by holding the handles located on the rear and bottom. Before using your refrigerator
Clean the inside parts with a cloth soaked in warm water. If soapy water is used, wipe it off thoroughly with water. Ice cube box 6. Adjustable feet & cover 15.
Refrigerator pocket & cover 19. NOTE (Only for SJ-3265) Do not replace the right and left position of the utility pocket and the utility pocket (large).
Hints when making ice In this way, food is refrigerated gently, without exposing it to cold air flow. Do not over fill the Ice cube trays; otherwise the ice cubes
will be joined together when frozen. Ice cubes are made, turn 2 When theclockwise to empty the ice the lever into the Ice cube box. @@@@@@You can
make two levels, enabling you to store food separately. If used upside down, you can keep foods neatly within this shelf. Stick-type food products can also be
stored inside. @@However, if needed, adjust the temperature as follows. @@Compartment will turn off when there is no operation for 1 minute. (When
either of buttons is pressed, it lights again. @@@@@@@@@@@@The following is a general guide to help promote longer food storage.
@@@@@@ â· If undiluted detergent is used or soapy water is not wiped off thoroughly, cracking of plastic parts can result. shelves and from the cabinet
and 1 Remove thethem in warmpocketsdishwashing water; door. Wash soapy rinse in clean water and dry. Most dairy products have a use by date on the
outer packaging which informs the recommended temperature and shelf life of the product. @@@@Then, use cold soapy water.
Hot foods should be cooled before storing. @@@@3 Wipe the exterior with a soft cloth each time it is soiled. @@5 Wipe the control panel with the dry cloth.
@@If the power supply is disconnected, please wait for at least 5 minutes before re-connecting power. Hold firmly when removing from the cabinet or
carrying.
â· When dropped the juice and the like near the control panel, wipe off directly. Do not drop objects inside the refrigerator or strike the inner wall. Freeze
small quantities of food at a time to freeze them quickly. â· Food should be properly stored or covered and the air should be removed to seal tightly. When the
compartment light is blown contact the service agent approved by SHARP to request a replacement compartment light. @@@@@@Before you call for
service, check the following points. The outside of a cabinet is hot when touched. @@ â· Loud noise produced once a day by the compressor --- Operating
sound produced immediately after automatic defrost operation. â· Sound of flowing fluid (gurgling sound, fizzing sound) --- Sound of refrigerant flowing in
pipes (sound may become louder from time to time). â· Cracking or crunching sound, squeaking sound --- Sound produced by expansion and contraction of
inner walls and internal parts during cooling.
This may occur in one of the following cases. Use a wet cloth for wiping frost and a dry cloth for wiping dew. When the door is frequently opened and closed.
â· When foods containing plenty of moisture are stored. Low ambient temperature may cause placed foods to freeze even if refrigerator temp. Frosting or dew
generation occurs inside or outside the refrigerator. .
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